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       IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR) 

  TINSUKIA

Present: S. Sultana, AJS

     SDJM(S), Tinsukia

GR CASE NO. 2104/2014

U/S 279/304(A) IPC

State of Assam

Vs

                                   Gunamani Nath

                                                      …….... ACCUSED

Advocate for prosecution: Learned Banti Hazarika

Advocate for defence: Learned P. Bhowal

Offence Explained on: 25-04-18

Date of Evidence: 09-07-18, 02-03-19,03-05-19

Date of Argument: 03-05-19

Date of Judgment: 07-05-19

JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution case succinctly is that informant on 18.10.2014

lodged an ejahar stating that on 01.10.2014 at about 6:30 am,

driver of  vehicle (Oil  Tanker)  bearing no.  AS-23-AC-  3624 was

driving (coming from Tinsukia side) the said vehicle rashly and

negligently  and  hit  TATA  AC  vehicle  of  her  husband  Basanta

Kakakti near Keyhung Tea Estate,  due to which the vehicle got

damaged very badly and her husband was seriously injured and
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he  was  admitted  in  Tinsukia  Civil  Hospital.  Later  on,  he  was

referred  to  Sanjivani  Nursing  Home  of  Dibrugarh  for  better

treatment. Thereafter her husband was taken back to home but

he died on 06.10.2014.
Thus, the above facts and circumstances led to the filing of the

instant complaint and set the prosecution case in motion.

2. Based  on  the  ejahar,  Bordubi  P.S  Case  No.  98/14  u/s

279/304(A)/427  IPC  was  registered.  After  completion  of

investigation,  Investigating  Officer  submitted  charge-sheet

against accused person namely Gunamoni Nath u/s 279/304(A)

IPC for his prosecution under the aforesaid sections of law.

3. Relevant  copies  of  documents  were  furnished  to  above

mentioned accused person as per provision of law. Offence u/s

279/304(A)  IPC  was  explained  to  accused  to  which  accused

person pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. In this instant case, 3 (three) prosecution witnesses (hereinafter

referred  to  as  PWs)  were  summoned,  examined-in-chief  and

cross examined by defence except for PW2 and PW3.

5. Statement of defence u/s 313 CrPC has been recorded. Defence

did  not  tender  any  evidence  in  its  support  and  denied  the

allegations brought against it. I have heard arguments advanced

by both sides, with each side trying to establish its stand. I have

also perused the entire case record.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

6. The points of determinations are as follows:-
(i) Whether  accused person on  01.10.2014 being driver  of

vehicle (oil tanker) bearing no. AS-23-AC-3624 drove it in

a  rash  and  negligent  manner  and  caused  hurt  to

informant’s  husband and thereby committed an offence

u/s 279 of IPC?
(ii) Whether  accused person on  01.10.2014 being driver  of

vehicle  (oil  tanker)  bearing  no.  AS-23-AC-3624  caused

death of informant’s husband by doing rash or negligent

act  not  amounting  to  culpable  homicide  and  thereby

committed an offence u/s 304(A) IPC?
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REASONS, DISCUSSIONS & DECISIONS THEREOF:

7.  PW1 Naren Hazarika has  deposed  in  his  evidence  that  he

knows the accused Gunamani Nath who was present in court.

PW1 deposed that accused is the driver of his vehicle. PW1 does

not  know the  informant.  PW1 also  deposed that  the  incident

occurred on 01.10.14 in the morning and at that time he was in

Jagiroad. PW1 was informed by phone that his Oil tanker driven

by  accused  met  with  an  accident  but  he  has  forgotten  who

informed him over phone about the incident. The registered no.

of  PW1's  oil  tanker  is  AS-23AC-3624  which  was  driven  by

accused on the date of accident. PW1 came back to Tinsukia the

next  day  and reached Keyhung Tea Estate  where  the alleged

incident  occurred.  PW1  got  to  know  from people  around  the

spot/place of  occurrence that  one of  the tyres of  a  TATA Ace

vehicle bursted as a result of which it lost its balance and hit his

oil tanker vehicle driven by accused. The oil tanker was seized

by police.
In his cross examination, PW1 has deposed that he does

not  remember the registration no.  of  TATA Ace vehicle whose

tyre bursted. The  TATA Ace hit the backside of the oil tanker of

PW1 bearing No.AS-23AC-3624. PW1 could not say that the tyre

from which side of the TATA Ace vehicle was bursted. PW1 has

forgotten  if  he  stated  before  police  that  accused  Gunamani

informed him over phone about the incident after which PW1

rushed to  Itakhuli  Tea Estate.  PW1 did  not  see  the  TATA Ace

vehicle in police station. On next day of the incident, PW1 went

to police station. PW1 has deposed that when he signed Ext-1

which is the seizure list, it was a blank paper and he signed the

same in police station. PW1 has heard from people around the

spot  that  the  accident  took  place  due  to  fault  of  TATA  Ace

vehicle.
PW2/informant Smti. Khiroda Kakoty has deposed in

her  evidence  that  she  does  not  know  the  accused  who  was

present in court.  PW2 deposed that deceased Basanta Kakoty

was her husband who expired due to an accident four years ago

on 1st October but she has forgotten the year. PW2 also deposed
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that her  husband left home at 6AM in the morning  in a TATA

ACE vehicle and he met with an accident in Bordubi Deohal. PW2

was  informed  from  Tinsukia  Civil  Hospital  at  8AM  that  her

husband had met with an accident,   thereafter PW2 came to

Tinsukia  Civil  Hospital  and  her  husband  was  forwarded  to

Dibrugarh  and  her  husband  was  treated  for  six  days  and

thereafter on 6th October he expired. PW2 has deposed that her

husband did not tell her how he met with the accident. PW2 was

not  present  at  the  time  of  accident.  As  PW2  was  busy  with

treatment  and  thereafter  Shradha  of  her  husband,  there  was

delay in lodging the ejahar.

Cross examination of PW2 has been declined by defence.

PW3 Dibru Deka @ Bibaru Deka has deposed in his

evidence that he does not know accused Gunamani Nath who

was present in  court.  PW3 also deposed that informant is  his

elder sister and deceased was his brother in law. PW3 deposed

that in 2014  his brother in law died due to an accident but he

has not seen the incident. PW3 does not know how the accident

occurred and he was informed from hospital that his brother in

law had met with an accident. PW3 further deposed that he has

forgotten why he has signed Ext-2 and he was not present at the

time of incident.
Cross examination of PW3 is declined by defence.

    8. From perusal of the evidence on record, it appears that there is 

no eye witness to the incident. Although, PW1 has deposed that 

accused was driver of Oil Tanker No.AS-23-AC/3624 on the date 

of incident but he has deposed that nearby people told him that 

one of the tyres of TATA Ace vehicle driven by deceased got  

bursted as a result of which it lost its balance and hit the Oil  

tanker. 

 
    9. It has been held in Rang Bahadur Singh Vs. State of UP, AIR 

2000 SC 1209 that the time-tested rule is that acquittal of a  

guilty should be preferred to conviction of an innocent person.  

Unless  the  prosecution  establishes  the  guilt  of  the  accused  
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beyond reasonable doubt, a conviction cannot be passed on the 

accused.
10. In light of the discussions made above, the inevitable conclusion,

therefore  is  that  prosecution  has  failed  to  bring  home  the  

charges  levelled  against  the  accused  beyond  the  pale  of  

reasonable doubt and accordingly, accused person is entitled to 

acquittal.
11.    In the result, accused Gunamani Nath is acquitted from charges

u/s 279/304(A) IPC levelled against him and he is set at liberty 

forthwith.
12. Bail  bonds furnished on his behalf shall remain in force for a  

period of six months.
13. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 7th day of  

May, 2019.
14. Case is disposed off hereby on contest.

                                                                        (Salma Sultana)
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, 

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam
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ORDER

Accused Gunamani Nath is present.

Judgment is  ready and has been delivered and pronounced in open

Court.

Accused Gunamani Nath is acquitted from charges u/s 279/304(A) IPC

levelled against him and he is set at liberty forthwith.

Bail bonds furnished on his behalf shall remain in force for a period of

six months.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 7 th day of May,

2019.        

Case is disposed off hereby on contest. 

                        
                                                                               

                                                                        (Salma Sultana)
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, 

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam
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APPENDIX

1      PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:
      Ext. 1 – Ejahar
      Ext. 2 – Seizure list
DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 

None

2      PROSECUTION WITNESS:
PW1- Sri  Naren Hazarika
PW2- Smti. Khiroda Kakoty
PW3- Sri Dibru Deka @ Bibaru Deka

3      DEFENCE WITNESS: 
      None 
                                                                                  

                                                                        (Salma Sultana)
   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S), 

                                                               Tinsukia, Assam


